I wish to explore a few puzzles that can be seen at work in Nassim Noroozi’s combination of Martin Heidegger, Hannah Arendt, and William James in the definition of wonderment. This point relates to the relationship between totality and the ways we relate to language and meaning within modernity. Different readings of Heidegger suggest different relationships between existence and meaning. Similarly, James seems to wrestle with the question of wonderment vis-à-vis experience and thought. Noroozi defines wonderment both as experience-based thought that interrupts circumscribed totalitarian meanings and as the pluralization and subversion of meaning itself through the amplification of the ambivalence and traces of signification. The examples she uses make me wonder about the connections between totality and the enduring nature of logocentric enchantments, where currents and countercurrents of thought work to both interrupt and reinscribe each other. How can we tell when this move is subversive and when is it not?

I believe a similar puzzle related to the relationship between meaning and experience/existence, is at play in Noroozi’s conflation of Marie Battiste and Paulo Freire’s projects of decolonization: although Battiste and Freire’s critiques of totalitarian logicalities are somewhat similar, their projects of decolonization are not necessarily the same. Noroozi has been faithful to Freire but has betrayed Battiste. However, this is an important betrayal: it comes to teach us something. My response focuses on the paradoxes and difficulties of onto-epistemic ruptures, if we take distinctions between the two projects into account.

Freire’s project emerges out of his critique of material and epistemic violence in agrarian contexts in Brazil in the 1950s and 1960s. His campaign of emancipation was based on alphabetic literacy, and the idea that, once the oppressed can read the word, they will be able to read the world. This implies that the meanings of their oppression and potential emancipatory agency are tied to their mastery of alphabetic literacy. Freire’s humanism frames progress as the education of the oppressed and the oppressor, but he sees the transformation of society happening through the self-liberation of the oppressed.

When this campaign was brought to Indigenous groups in Brazil, there was substantial resistance to both the idea of alphabetic literacy as a single liberating strategy and the idea of progress as emancipation. Eduardo Viveiros de Castro uses the term “Amazonian perspectivism” to describe an Indigenous logic that privileges non-ocular vision over writing and/or speech and that is not invested in notions of linear time, teleological progress or humanist Cartesian formalism. When faced with this resistance, Freire affirmed in writing that Indigenous people were prerational. Like John Dewey’s concept of civilization constructed in his time against the “sav-
ages,” Freire’s idea of rational progress was also dependent on the construction of Indigenous peoples in (totalizing) pathological or deficit terms.

Conversely, my reading of Indigenous philosophies and ethics is that, in critiques of colonial and totalitarian logics, Freire’s logic is still based on colonial and totalitarian assumptions. However, Freire’s scholarship is also recognized as useful in opening opportunities for political negotiations within the settler-state totalitarian logic, a logic that not only determines the extent of control of lands but also the parameters of normality of knowledge and being, and the intelligibility of resistance. Indeed, Noroozi acknowledges this when she emphasizes the statement that “the struggle to break free from or decolonize the violent knowledge that questioned the humanness of Amerindians is ‘an ongoing struggle, and more difficult to overturn than political institutions.’”

One way to distinguish between the two critical approaches to colonial logics is to represent them in terms of their target of critique: while Freire focuses on issues of epistemological hegemony, many Indigenous scholars tend to focus on issues of ontological (and metaphysical) hegemony. For these Indigenous scholars, including Battiste, Indigenous people face a difficult paradox. On the one hand, there is an urgency to survive against the odds of dispossession, destitution, and genocide within a modern settler context of exploitative and unsustainable capitalism and violent cognitive imperialism. At the same time, there is an urgent need to keep alive different possibilities for existence not defined by the single story of progress and human evolution of modernity.

These possibilities challenge the idea that existence is defined by meaning, as dominant ideas of modern subjectivities would have it. The metaphysical choice behind these possibilities represents reality as something that is not narrativizable, that cannot be apprehended by language or the human mind. Language, in this case, is something that buffers experience from absolute reality. In this context, stories are really important, but they do not describe experience or reality itself; they are used as “metaphors” defined by their purpose of mobilizing constellations of meaning from logos to mythos (where mythos is also understood differently from modern conceptualizations). This metaphoricity is what points to a realm of interdependence, entanglement, interconnectedness, and oneness beyond knowledge, categorical meanings, linear time, and even embodied flesh. Dwayne Donald refers to colonization as the denial of this entanglement, Eduardo and Bonnie Duran refer to the continuous harm caused by this denial as a “soul wound,” and M. Jacqui Alexander warns us that the healing of the soul wound cannot happen through identity categorizations (although categorizations are not to be dismissed). For her, our deepest yearning for wholeness, after being separated by epistemic totality, can only be addressed through the aesthetic, the erotic, and the divine (I have recently been advised to add “the hilarious” to this list). These arguments are echoed in recent Black and Feminist literature.

To summarize, my argument so far has been that Freirean decolonization is bound to a self-centering normative modern ontology, whereas the ontology I tentatively
described with reference to Indigenous literature here is based on a nonanthropocentric self-decentering ethic, where existence is not defined by meanings (especially logocentric meanings) and where generosity, compassion, and humility are not intellectual choices. Therefore, from this perspective, critical consciousness is not enough to interrupt or decolonize — in terms of undoing of epistemic structures of our enchantment with colonial capitalist modernity.

To conclude my musings on the difficulties of interrupting colonial totalitarian logicalities, I will present a pedagogical cartography that I have used to help my students to visualize investments, desires, paradoxes, and contradictions (that are often denied) in our oversocialization into modern ideals. The cartography of the modern subject represents the frames of reference of modernity juxtaposed on a square-headed Cartesian subject who “thinks, therefore he is,” and whose relationship with the world is mediated by his cognitive repertoire of meanings rather than by his senses. Each side of the square head represents different and enduring referents that circumscribe his relationship with reality. Although not all referents may surface at the same time, they ascribe coherence to the project of schooling as we know it and create subjects who are amenable to the modern epistemic totalitarian dream of seamless progress, development, and evolution carried out by human agency through the use of objective knowledge to control the environment and engineer a perfect society.

Apart from the usual “I think, therefore I am” of autonomous, self-transparent, and dualistic Cartesian subjectivities, we have a number of other features that circumscribe his obsession with defining reality through meaning alone. Logocentrism compels him to believe that reality can be described in language (“I say, therefore it is.”). Universalism leads him to understand his interpretation of reality as objective and to project it as the only legitimate and valuable world view (“I think, therefore it is all there is.”). Anthropocentric reasoning makes him see himself as separate from nature and having a mandate to manage, exploit, and control it (“I think, therefore the world is mine.”). Teleological thinking makes him want to plan for the engineering of a future that he can already imagine (“I plan, therefore it will be.”). Dialectical thinking makes him fall in love with a linear logic averse to paradoxes, complexities and contradictions (“It is this, therefore it cannot be that.”). Allochronic and evolutionary thinking make him judge others according to a criterion where he is represented as being in the present of (linear) time while others are in the past, and where he leads humanity in a single path of evolution (“I thrive here and now, therefore you break down then and there.”).

However, the first reading of this picture is deceiving because it gives us a false idea that there is an outside and an inside of the box. But, if we look at it differently, seeing ourselves as the line that draws the box, as in figure 1, two important insights emerge: first, that the very desire for an outside of the box comes from within the box and, second, that we are already free to draw different things, but perhaps not without learning the lessons that being locked in these conceptual frames for 500 years has exposed us to. In this sense, we need to hold the Cartesian possibility and modernity itself not as pathologies to be demonized but as very strict and important
teachers. In order to experience the possibility of wonderment beyond intellectual choices, we need to face our own socialization into and investments in colonial totalities as well as the benefits and satisfactions we derive from them (for example, our attachments to certainty, security, comfort, control, prestige, affluence, vanity, and so on). An education for wonderment that takes us to other possibilities of being will require the undoing of Western narcissism and the decentering, disarming, and displacement of the modern subject. I congratulate Noroozi for her contribution to this important and life-long (and wide) conversation.
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